
 
Technical Specifications 

Me and My Nana 2020 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Me and My Nana is a performance for under 1-5 year olds and their grown ups.  
 
Before the performance begins, 1 performer goes into the foyer or waiting area and speaks to 
the audience outside of the performance space. They inform the audience what to expect in the 
performance and reassure the parents that however their children respond is absolutely fine. 
The performer then leads the audience into the performance space, directs them where they 
can sit along with the usher if provided. Having this welcome is part of the performance, it 
reassures our audience and puts them at ease. 
 
Cubbin encourages its audience (the children) to respond how they wish. This may include 
standing, dancing, walking on to the performance area, singing or just quietly observing with 
their caregiver. 
 
As this space is for them we also allow our audience to bring it what they need such as bags. 
Breastfeeding or other feeding is allowed during the performance. Our audience can also leave 
the performance at any time, exit the space and then return to the performance when they wish. 
 
TOTAL BUMP-IN TIME (incl. Dress rehearsal with venue operator) 
5 hours 
FIRST POSSIBLE PERFORMANCE 
Next day after arrival at venue 
TOTAL BUMP-OUT TIME 
2 hours 
 
 
DRESSING ROOM 
 
The 4 performers will need a small secure space with a mirror, table and 5 chairs to get 
changed and leave their belongings and instrument cases. If the performance season is longer 
than a day, then the performers require access to a kettle and a fridge. 
 
 
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS 
 
The venue must have the ability to go to black in order for the performance area to be the focus 
for our audience. This requirement constitutes part of our agreement. 
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The lighting requirements are fairly simple. The primary aim is to illuminate the performance 
area and area where the musicians sit with a bright, general wash. The x3 wooden, woollen 
frames which are hung from the rig along the back of the stage should be illuminated with a 
mixture of purple, pink or blue lighting. 
 
All lights could be LED colour-changing units, but could be pars, fresnels or profiles. If using 
profiles all edges should be softened. 
  
If using a ground based system, the lighting stands and cables need to be well secured (with 
sandbags) and free of sharp or dangerous edges at ground level as there is the possibility of 
children exploring and getting near them. 
  
A venue operator will operate the lights. There are only 2 lighting states required - pre show 
which is slightly dimmer, and a brighter level during the show. 
 
All electrical equipment provided must be in safe working order and have a current test tag. 
 
 
SOUND REQUIREMENTS 
 
A sound system is required for pre-show music to be played. This music is played via an iPod 
which is provided by Cubbin.  
 
2 musicians require the following equipment: 
3x microphones - can be corded or cordless 
3x microphone stands  
2x DI for acoustic guitars  
Fold back 
 
A venue operator will operate the sound system, controlling the levels throughout the show.  
 
The other x2 actors do not require microphones. 
 

 
STAGING & SET REQUIREMENTS 
 
The set consists of x3 woollen, wooden framed panels which hang at the back of the 
performance space, from the rig. These panels each measure 160cm L x 94.5cm W and weigh 
3.4 kg. A black curtain or back drop is to be provided by the venue. 
 
There is a box set piece that is provided by Cubbin.  
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Soft lock flooring tiles join together to form the mat on which some audience may sit on. This 
area is set up in front of seating provided for the audience and should be on the same level as 
the performance area. This is so children are close to and are able to engage with the 
performers.  
 
Seating for the audience (plus additional chairs for any ushers that are within the performance 
space) are required - these are to be provided by the venue. Seating can be tiered or set up on 
a flat floor. 
 
The performance space needs to be clean, warm, dark (so the focus is on the performance 
area), quiet and secure and should be inside a venue (not outside). 
 
The exact position of the musicians, set pieces and audience flooring within the space will be 
determined by Cubbin Theatre once onsite. 
 
Floors must be very clean as children and babies may move around the space. Hot drinks are 
not permitted in the performance space as this is a hazard with children moving around.  
 
MIN. ROOM WIDTH 
7 metres 
MIN. ROOM DEPTH 
4 metres 
MIN. ROOM HEIGHT 
3 metres 
 
 
BUMP IN NOTES 
 
We will need 1 house technician/operator to assist with the focus of lights and to set up sound 
requirements and sound check. The venue provided operator should be available for a technical 
rehearsal prior to the first performance.  
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PERFORMANCE IMAGES 
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